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S U P P L E M E N T

RE:Volunteer for Volunteer
Management

The optionalRE:Volunteerfacility tracks all aspects of your volunteers. You can
define hours your volunteer is available to work, establish assignments, identify
awards, keep on-line time sheets, and log a volunteer’s qualifications. Using
RE:Volunteer, you can maximize the efficiency of your volunteer program by
matching your assignment needs with the volunteers who have the right skills,
availability and experience. Reports help you track past and current volunteer hours.
You can set award levels for each volunteer and run a report to find the volunteers
who have met the requirements. Scheduling reports help you match needs with
volunteer availability.

In This Chapter

• Entering a Volunteer
• Defining a Volunteer’s Availability
• Tracking Skills and Qualifications
• Establishing Work Assignments
• Entering Time Sheets for Hours Worked
• Tracking Awards and Award Requirements
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Entering a Volunteer
When you enter a volunteer, you are simply entering a constituent, butRE:Volunteer
gives you the ability to classify a constituent as a volunteer and track information
specific to his or her role as a volunteer. The Volunteer tab manages all aspects of
your volunteer work force, from availability and interests to awards and assignments.
All of the information you need to organize your volunteer work force is easily
accessible.

To enter a volunteer:

1. Activate theConstituent Managementprogram fromThe Raiser’s Edge
program group.

2. Follow the steps for “Adding an Individual.”

Note: For specific information on Adding an Individual, see Chapter 2 of the
User’s Guide, “Overview of Constituent Management.”

3. To make the constituent a volunteer, select the Volunteer tab. The following
appears:

4. Identify the purpose orType of Volunteer. For example, indicate office staff,
phonathon volunteer, docent, etc.
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5. Define theStatusof the Volunteer. For example, indicate active, inactive, hold,
in training, etc.

6. TheStatisticsdefine theDate Started, the date the volunteer began service with
your organization, theDate Finished, the date the volunteer ended their service
(if the volunteer is still active, you can leave this blank), and aReason Finishif
the volunteer’s service is terminated.

7. TheAssignment Interestsbox defines the areas in which the volunteer has an
interest in working. For example, a volunteer might have an interest in working
at the gift shop, information desk, development office, etc.

8. Indicate theEmergency Contactor the person who should be notified in the
event of an emergency. Enter the relation and the phone number as well as the
name.

9. TheNotessection is available to entered detailed notes about the volunteer.

10. Across the bottom of the screen is a series of buttons which lead you to
additional screens with information related to the volunteer. Below is a brief
description of what these buttons do. Each is discussed in detail later in this
supplement.

• Availability : Allows you to track the times the volunteer is available to
work.

• Qualifications: Tracks information related to experience, training,
certifications, courses, and skills for each volunteer.

• Assignments: Establishes assignments for your volunteers as well as the
position held, the duration of the assignment, and the days and times during
which the volunteer will work.

• Time Sheets: Stores information about the volunteer’s assignments and the
time spent at each. Additionally, you can enter the total hours and the
hourly wage to calculate an estimated value of the time worked.

• Summary: The Volunteer Summary gives you an overview of the history
of the volunteer with your organization. You can see the number of years of
service, as well as the number of hours served during each year.
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Defining a Volunteer’s Availability
Volunteer availability is defined on three levels. You define which months the
volunteer is available to work, the days during the week and the times during the day
the volunteer prefers to work.

To define a volunteer’s availability:

1. In theFrom Date/To Dateboxes, enter the date range during which the
volunteer is available to work. Enter the month and day. If you are establishing
dates for the current month, simply type the day and the month defaults.

2. Under the column titledDay, click on to select the appropriate day from the
list.

3. In the columns titledStart Time andEnd Time, fill in the hours the volunteer is
available.

4. Select theOK button to return to the Volunteer screen and to save what you
have entered. SelectingCancel leaves the screen without saving the
information.
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Tracking Skills and Qualifications
TheQualifications button enables you to track information related to experience,
training, certifications, courses, and skills for each volunteer. For example, enter the
number of words per minute a volunteer can type, indicate the volunteer can write in
calligraphy, enter any training courses you offer that the volunteer attended, etc.

To establish volunteer qualifications:

1. Select theQualifications button. The following screen appears:

2. In the Skills/Experience box, indicate any special skills or experience which the
volunteer possesses. TheDescription identifies the skill, for exampleTyping
Speed. TheSkill Level stores any values which can be assigned to the skill,
such as50 WPM. If the volunteer is licensed, indicate the type of license the
volunteer has, such as a contracting license. If there is an expiration date
associated with the license, you can enter the date in theExpires field. The
Commentsbox allows you to enter any additional comments or notes about the
skill or experience.
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3. The Courses/Training box stores information about courses and special training
the volunteer has completed. Enter theCourse Name, theStart Date andEnd
Date which represents the duration of the training time, the name of the
Instructor , anyCertification the volunteer has received, anExpiration date if
the certification is temporary, and anyCommentsregarding the entry. You do
not have to fill in all of the fields – only the ones which are appropriate for the
entry.

4. When you are finished, select theOK button to save the entry or selectCancel
to leave without saving.

Establishing Work Assignments
Through theAssignmentsbutton, you can establish assignments for your volunteers.
Additionally, you can track the position held and the duration of the assignment,
including the days and times during which the volunteer will work. When the
Assignmentsbutton is activated, a list of current assignments appears. The
Assignment screen also has buttons which perform the following functions:

• Add: Adds a new assignment.

• Edit : Changes an existing assignment.

• Delete: Removes an assignment from the list.

Adding an Assignment

1. From the Assignment screen, select theAdd button. The following screen
appears:
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2. In theAssignmentbox, enter the area to which the volunteer is assigned or
select to choose from the list. For example, indicate ticket booth, phonathon,
information desk, etc.

3. Select theDepartment under which the assignment falls. For example, indicate
Marketing, Development, etc.

4. Identify the specificPosition the volunteer is assigned to work. For example,
indicate cashier, phonathon operator, receptionist, etc.

5. Specify theLocation or the site where the volunteer will work. This is
particularly useful if you share volunteers between several sites.

6. In theFrom Date/To Datefields, specify the date range for the assignment.
Enter the month, day and year.

7. In theStart Time/End Time fields, enter the times during which the volunteer
will work.

8. TheDay of Weekprompt tracks the days during the week in which the volunteer
will fulfill the assignment.

9. Select theOK button to save the assignment or select theCancelbutton to leave
without saving.

Entering Time Sheets for Hours Worked
Using theTime Sheetsbutton, you can store information about the hours the
volunteer worked at an assignment. Additionally, you can enter an hourly wage to
calculate an estimated value of the time worked.

When the time sheets button is activated, a list of time sheets appears. There are also
buttons which perform the following functions:

• Add: Adds a new time sheet.

• Edit : Changes an existing time sheet.

• Delete: Removes a time sheet from the list.
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Adding a Time Sheet

1. From the Time Sheet screen, select theAdd button. The Following Screen
appears:

2. In theDate field, enter the date the volunteer worked the assignment.

3. Identify theAssignmentworked. You can type in the assignment or selectto
select from the list. An assignment is a specific area in which the volunteer
works. For example, an assignment could be a banquet, phonathon, reception,
etc.

4. Select theDepartment under which the Assignment falls. For example, a
department could be Marketing, Development, etc.

5. Specify theLocation or the site where the volunteer worked. This is particularly
useful if you share volunteers between several sites.

6. Identify the specificPosition the volunteer is assigned to work. For example, a
position could be cashier, phonathon operator, receptionist, etc.

7. The wages section of the time sheet enables you to establish a worth for the time
a volunteer works. In theHours box, enter the number of hours the volunteer
has worked. For example, if the volunteer has worked five hours, enter 5. In the
Hourly Wages box, enter the wage per hour the volunteer would earn for the
position if he/she was not working on a voluntary basis. For example, if the
position would earn the volunteer six dollars an hour, enter 6.00. TheValue is
calculated by the number of hours worked multiplied by the hourly wage. For
this example, the value is $30.00. The value cannot be changed and will always
appear as gray text.

8. Select theOK button to save the time sheet, or selectCancelto leave without
saving.
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Tracking Awards and Award Requirements
The Volunteer tab tracks past awards, as well as the hours needed for the next awards
level. You can build a history of service and award your volunteers for their
commitment to your organization.

1. When theAwards button is selected, the following screen appears:

2. TheNext Award box indicates the next award level for which the Volunteer
qualifies. You can enter the award or choose from the list by selecting. In the
Award Hours box, enter the number of hours needed to reach the next award.

3. TheAward List shows a history of awards given to the volunteer, along with the
Date each was presented, theDescription of the award and thePresenter’s
Name. ACommentssection lets you enter additional notes about each award.

4. To save the Award information, select theOK button. To leave without saving,
selectCancel.
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S U P P L E M E N T

Volunteer Reports

Volunteer reports give you the information necessary in tracking all aspects of your
volunteer program. Produce a variety of reports analyzing the availability, skills,
qualifications and assignment needs to match volunteers with assignments. You can
also print a report of volunteers who are due an award. Summary reports also enable
you to view comprehensive statistics and get an overall picture of your volunteer
pool.

In This Chapter

• Volunteer Report Parameters
• Running a Volunteer Report
• Skills and Qualifications Report
• Courses and Training Report
• Volunteer Assignment Schedule
• Volunteer Schedules
• Time Sheet Report
• Volunteer Summary Report
• Assignment Summary Statistics
• Volunteer Awards Report
• Awards Due Report
• Volunteer Match List
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Volunteer Report Parameters
One of the advantages of usingThe Raiser’s Edgeis the consistency of the program.
This consistency is clearly evident in the report parameters. Each report has a set of
criteria or parameters which define the output. As you work with the program, you
will find that, although there are some variations, all of the reports share common
parameters.

Note: Although the reports share many of the same parameters, keep in mind that
not every parameter is available for every report.

Volunteer Report Parameters include:

• General Parameters

• Constituency Parameters

• Skills Parameters

• Skill Levels Parameters

• Address Parameters

• Assignment Parameters

• Availability Parameters

• Certification Parameters

• Courses Parameters

• Format Parameters

• Interests Parameters

• Report Period Parameters
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General Parameters

Volunteers to Include
On the Volunteer Reports, you can select theVolunteers to Include. Your choices
are:All Records, Selected Recordsor One Record. If Selected is chosen, you can
indicate a query to use as the basis for the report. If you choose One Record, an
additional prompt, Name appears. This prompt accesses the Constituent Search
Criteria so you can locate the desired volunteer.

Expiration Date On or Before
TheExpiration Date On or Before prompt limits the volunteers included in the
report to those whose skills or courses/training expire on or prior to the date you
enter.

Volunteer Start Date Between
Some reports also include a date range for events with anVolunteer Start Date
between _________ and _________prompt. This limits the report to include only
volunteers whose service began during the specified date range. For the Courses and
Training Report, this refers to the Start/End Date for the course. The Time Sheet
Report uses these dates to limit the Time Sheets included to those that have a date
that falls within this date range.

List Assignments Between
TheList Assignments Between ___________ and __________prompt lets you
limit the report to only include assignments that fall within the date range. For
example, if you only want to see assignments in January, enter the dates that cover
the entire month of January.

Total Hours Between
TheTotal Hours Between __________ and __________prompt lets you limit the
volunteers included in the report to those who have a total number of hours of service
between the amounts specified.

List Awards Between
TheList Awards Between __________ and __________prompt limits the report to
include volunteers who have received an award during the date range specified.
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Constituency Parameters
In the Constituencies box, determine whetherAll Constituenciesor Selected
Constituencieswill be used by selecting the circle next to your choice.

If you choose Selected Constituencies, pick theConstituencies to Includefrom the
Constituencies box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Constituencies box to the
Constituencies to Include box

Moves all of the Constituencies to the Constituencies to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Constituencies to Include box to the
Constituencies box

Removes all of the Constituencies from the Constituencies to Include box

Skills Parameters
In the Skills to Include box, determine whetherAll Skills or Selected Skillswill be
used by selecting the circle next to your choice.

If you choose Selected Skills, you then need to pick yourSkills to Include from the
Skills box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Skills box to the Skills to Include box

Moves all of the Skills to the Skills to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Skills to Include box to the Skills
box

Removes all of the Skills from the Skills to Include box

Skill Levels Parameters
In the Skill Levels to Include box, determine whetherAll Skill Levels or Selected
Skill Levels will be used by selecting the circle next to your choice.
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If you choose Selected Skill Levels, you then need to pick yourSkill Levels to
Include from the Skill Levels box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Skill Levels box to the Skill Levels to
Include box

Moves all of the Skill Levels to the Skill Levels to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Skill Levels to Include box to the
Skill Levels box

Removes all of the Skill Levels from the Skill Levels to Include box

Address Parameters
For reports which include detailed information (i.e., constituent’s names and
addresses), you need to define whether an address should print, and if so, which
should be included.

Address to Print
In theAddress to Print box, indicate which address you want the system to include
on the report. You canBasethe addressOn Criteria , choose to print thePrimary
Address(i.e., Home Address for individuals, Business Address for organizations),
theBusiness Address, (Business Address for individuals and Primary Address for
organizations) or chooseNone to exclude the address from printing. If you select
Base on Criteria, only addresses that meet the criteria you specify in the Address tab
are included. The address selected must have one of the Mail Types you select, and
must have a Seasonal From/Seasonal To and Date From/Date To that is valid as of
the date entered in the ‘As Of’ date for alternate addresses. For detailed information
about how the system processes addresses, refer to the “Understanding Address
Processing” section of the “Correspondence and Mailings” chapter in thisUser’s
Guide, or search the On-Line Help for “Understanding Address Processing.”

To select Mail Types from the Address Criteria box:

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Mail Types box to the Types to
Include box

Moves all of the Mail Types to the Types to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Types to Include box to the
Mail Types box

Removes all of the Mail Types from the Types to Include box
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Print Phone
If you wish to include the phone number on the report, select thePrint Phone
prompt. In theType box, select the phone number you wish to include.

Print Phone Only
Select the Print Phone Only prompt if you want to print a phone number without any
address information.

‘As Of’ date for Alternate Addresses
The ‘As Of’ date for Alternate Addresses prompt allows you to select the proper
address based on the date entered in the Seasonal From/Seasonal To and Date
From/Date To fields. The system searches all of the addresses for the one which falls
within these dates.

If No Address is Found
If No Address is Foundthat matches the criteria you have defined, additional
information is required. Determine whether the report shouldUsethePrimary
Address(Home Address for individuals, Business Address for organizations),Use
theBusiness Addressor Print with No Address.

Assignment Parameters
In the Assignments to Include box, determine whetherAll Assignmentsor Selected
Assignmentsshould be used by selecting the circle next to your choice.

If you choose Selected Assignments, you then need to pick yourAssignments to
Include from the Assignments box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Assignments box to the Assignments
to Include box

Moves all of the Assignments to the Assignments to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Assignments to Include box to the
Assignments box

Removes all of the Assignments from the Assignments to Include box

Availability Parameters
The Availability Parameters enable you to narrow the months, days and times during
which a volunteer is available to work.
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Months
In theMonths box, determine whether you want to includeAll Months or Selected
Months in the report. If selected is chosen, pick from the available months to
include in the report.

Days
In theDaysbox, determine whether you want to includeAll Days or Selected Days
in the report. If selected is chosen, pick from the available days to include in the
report.

Time
TheTime box allows you to enter the times during which the volunteer should be
available. In the Available Between boxes, enter the start and end time (i.e., 10:00
AM-5:00 PM). When you enter a time, theOnly Include Volunteers Available for
Entire Time Specified prompt becomes active. When selected, this prompt limits
the report to volunteers that can work during the entire time entered. If you do not
select this prompt, the report lists volunteers that are available at anytime during the
start and end time.

Certification Parameters
In the Certifications to Include box, determine whetherAll Certifications or
Selected Certificationswill be used by selecting the circle next to your choice.

If you choose Selected Certifications, you then need to pick yourCertifications to
Include from the Certifications box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Certifications box to the Certifications
to Include box

Moves all of the Certifications to the Certifications box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Certifications to Include box to the
Certifications box

Removes all of the Certifications from the Certifications to Include box

Courses Parameters
In the Courses to Include box, determine whetherAll Courses or Selected Courses
will be used by selecting the circle next to your choice.
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If you choose Selected Courses, you then need to pick yourCourses to Includefrom
the Courses box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Courses box to the Courses to Include
box

Moves all of the Courses to the Courses to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Courses to Include box to the
Courses box

Removes all of the Courses from the Courses to Include box

Format Parameters

Addressee
The Addressee box determines the format of the constituents’ names on the report.

• If you chooseFrom Constituent Record, you are indicating your desire to
use one of the addressees stored in the constituent’s record. When selected,
two additional prompts appear:Use– identifies the addressee type to use;
andIf Present Otherwise Use– the alternate addressee to use in the event
the constituent does not have the one selected in theUsefield.

• If you chooseFrom Addressee Table, you can click on to select from
the table established inConfiguration.

• Use Key Nameprints the name as First Name, Middle Name, Last Name
for individuals and Organization Name for organizations.

Report Criteria
TheReport Criteria is a summary of some of the parameters used to produce the
report. You can define where the criteria are printed by selecting the circle next to
your choice. Your choices areFirst Page, All Pages, or None. The Report Criteria
line includes the date range for the report and the query name, if one is used.

Report Order
On all reports, you can determine theReport Order . Specify whether you want the
report to print inAlphabetical order, in orderBy Skill , By Course, By Hours, or
By Award . Note that not every report has all of the options.
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Subheading
TheSubheadingprompt lets you enter any subtitle you want to appear on the report.
If you leave this blank, no subtitle will print. The name of the report and your
organization name always prints at the beginning of the report.

Report Options
On some reports you have additionalReport Options that allow you to determine
how certain situations are handled. For example, you can define whether each
volunteer should print on a new page. Note that not all reports have every option.
The Report Options are:

• One Volunteer Per Page: When this prompt is selected, the system inserts
a page break before each new volunteer on the report.

• Include Department: When this prompt is selected, the system prints the
department of the assignment on the report.

• Include Position: When this prompt is selected, the system prints the
position available or assigned to the volunteer on the report.

• Include Location: When this prompt is selected, the system prints the
location of the assignment on the report.

• Include Period Totals: On the Assignment Summary Statistics report,
selecting this prompt indicates your desire to have a total for each of the
periods you define.

Interests Parameters
In the Interests to Include box, determine whetherAll Interests or Selected Interests
will be used by selecting the circle next to your choice.

If you choose Selected Interests, you then need to pick yourInterests to Include
from the Interests box.

Moves the Highlighted Entry from the Interests box to the Interests to Include
box

Moves all of the Interests to the Interests to Include box

Removes the Highlighted Entry from the Interests to Include box to the
Interests box

Removes all of the Interests from the Interests to Include box
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Report Period Parameters
On the Assignment Summary Report, you can define up to 12 periods for the report
to summarize. Each of the 12 periods has a Start and End Date and a Heading. The
heading appears at the top of each of the columns you define.
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Running a Volunteer Report
To run a volunteer report:

1. Select theReportsprogram fromThe Raiser’s Edgeprogram group.

2. Start a new report by either:

• Clicking on the button located on theReportsToolbar.

or

• SelectingFile from the Menu Bar and chooseOpen Report.

3. The Select Report screen appears. Under the columnReport Types, highlight
Volunteer Reports.

4. A list of Volunteer Reports appears. Under the columnReport Names,
highlight the desired report name and pressENTERor select theOK button.

5. Fill in the appropriate parameters. Select to print the report to your printer.

Note: For information about Exporting a Report or Sending a Report via
electronic mail, see the “Reports Overview” chapter of the User’s Guide.
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Skills and Qualifications Report
TheSkills and Qualifications Report lists volunteers alphabetically or by skills and qualifications with a
description of the skill, the skill level, information about licenses, and comments. This report is useful in
matching volunteers with assignment needs.
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Courses and Training Report
TheCourses and Training Report lists volunteers alphabetically or by courses and training with the dates
the volunteer was enrolled, the instructor, certificate information and any comments. This report is useful in
matching volunteers with assignment needs.
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Volunteer Assignment Schedule
TheVolunteer Assignment Schedulelists volunteers by assignment with detailed information including
the day of the assignment, the dates the assignment is valid, the volunteer’s name and telephone. Use the
report as a cross-check to ensure all assignments are fulfilled.
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Volunteer Schedules
Volunteer Scheduleslist each volunteer with their assignments, the department to which the volunteer is
assigned, the location of the assignment, the position filled, and the dates the assignment is valid.
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Time Sheet Report
TheTime Sheet Reportlists volunteers by assignment with detailed information about the hours worked
at each assignment and the value of the volunteer’s time. For each volunteer, the report totals the hours for
the period and prints a year-to-date total and a cumulative total.
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Volunteer Summary Report
TheVolunteer Summary Report lists volunteers either alphabetically or by total hours worked with the
date the volunteer began their service, information about the last assignment worked, the hours worked in
the previous years, a year-to-date total, and the cumulative total.
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Assignment Summary Statistics
TheAssignment Summary Statisticsprovide a breakdown of the hours worked for
up to twelve periods that are defined by you. Use this report as a monthly
summarization of your volunteer year.

Note: The Assignment Summary Statistics can be graphed. For more information,
refer to the section on “Graphing a Report’s Output” in the “Reports
Overview” chapter of the User’s Guide.
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Volunteer Awards Report
TheVolunteer Awards Report lists volunteers either alphabetically or by award with each award level
reached. Each volunteer is listed with the award given, the presenter of the award, the hours of service
worked, and the next award due.
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Awards Due Report
TheAwards Due Report lists volunteers by award due with the hours worked, the last worked date, and
the cumulative hours worked. The report calculates who is due for an award based on the next award date
on the award record.
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Volunteer Match List
TheVolunteer Match List helps you match volunteers with the right training, qualifications and
availability with your assignment needs. You define the criteria to filter a list of volunteers who are
equipped to fulfill a specific assignment.
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